The Facebook National Finalists 2011
Emma Chosy
*We Had the Cards, Stalin Didn't Fold: The Failed Attempt to Use the Atomic Bomb as a Diplomatic Weapon*
Lake Harriet Community School

Abigail Lee
Capitol Hill Magnet School

Taylor Barker
*Debates of the Diplomats: Paul Nitze and George Kennan*
Fridley High School

Brandon Johnson
*Closing Shop: The Struggle to Unionize Minneapolis*
White Bear Lake High School
Nathaniel Larson
*The Panama Canal Treaties*
Lake Harriet Community School

Kamran Kelly
*The Consequences of Prohibition and the Volstead Act*
Capitol Hill Magnet School

Samantha Coffler

Sammy Carlson

Kennedy Borman

Grace Haldeman

"False Sense of Security":  
*The Debate Over Japanese American Internment*
Lake Harriet Community School

Iran Hostage crisis:  
*The Consequences of Failed Imperialism*
Lake Harriet Community School
Individual

Carrie Cervantes
The Bracero Program
DeLaSalle High School

Cara Johnson
The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882
DeLaSalle High School

Group

Jack Duffy

Lily Meyer

Peter Hamel

Bad Blood:
The Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment
DeLaSalle High School

Saida Mahamud-Tukri

Caroline Stevens

Western Intervention:
The 1953 American-Led Coup in Iran
South High School-Minneapolis
**Individual**

**Sarah Becker**  
*Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882*  
OLPH Homeschool

**Jeremy Stephan**  
*Oliver North*  
Holy Rosary School

**Group**

**Eleanor Lieder**

**Rose Wimberley**

**Carly Zimmerman**

**Maggie Schmidt**

*Setting the Table for War*  
Ramsey Junior High School

*Civilize or Demoralize: The Dawes Act of 1887*  
Cyber Village Academy
**SENIOR PERFORMANCE**

**Individual**

Alex Westad  
*Diplomacy Which Sparked a Debate that Split the Rock: The Indian Occupation of Alcatraz*  
White Bear Lake High School

Clara Linehan  
*The 1948 Displaced Persons Act: A Debate of Selective Diplomacy*  
Chisago Lakes High School

**Group**

Shelbi Hayenga

Machekzie Schuett

Michaela Shapiro  
*Debates on Anti-Semitism and the Diplomacy of the Morgenthau Report*  
St. Louis Park High School

Katelyn Schuett  
*Cutting Away Your Cares Lobotomy: The Debatable Cure for Madness*  
CHOF School
Individual

Anna Solomon
*The Universal Declaration of Human Rights*
Sunrise Park Middle School

Roshini Airvatham
*A Debate the "Matters": Particle or Wave? Getting it Right with Light*
Fridell Middle School

Group

Grace Palmer

Frances Matejcek

Becky Norling-Ruggles

Josh Gottesman

Jack Dickinson

*The United Nations' Role in the Israel-Palestinian Conflict*
Seward Montessori School

*The Iranian Hostage Crisis: The Successes and Failures of Diplomacy*
Breck School
Selena Erstad
The Hetch Hetchy Controversy:
A Debate of Conservation vs. Exploitation
Highland Park Senior High

Molly Nemer
A Crisis of Constitution:
The Exclusion of Japanese Americans in World War II
Henry Sibley High School

Evie Harper

Clara Dockter

Vanessa Voller

Jennifer Mailee Lor

Mara Johnson

The Role of Eugenics in the Immigration Debate of 1924
Open World Learning Community

Near v. Minnesota
DeLaSalle High School
JENN FABIAN
*The Cuban Missile Crisis: Kennedy's Debate Between Diplomacy and War*
Breck School

CAMILLE BALHORN
*The Boundary Waters Treaty: Sustained Diplomacy*
Robbinsdale Middle School

STEPHANIE HEADRICK


EVE ZELICKSON


MADI LOMMEN
*From Famine to Feast: Debate Over the Successes and Failures of the Green Revolution*
Breck School


SOPHIE O'BRYAN
*"Touching Peace": The Oslo Accords Diplomatic Effort to Reach Peace Between Palestinians and Israelis*
Breck School
Senior Exhibit

Individual

Marissa Wellman
The Dinner Table Bargain
Chatfield Public Schools

Leanne Otto
Reuniting a Nation: The Road to Reconstruction
DeLaSalle High School

Group

Adam Kneepkens

Eduardo Sanchez-Beltran

Bacilio Ortiz-Sanchez

Billy Menor

Dulce Gonzalez Sanchez

Debate for Economic Stability:
Diplomacy at Bretton Woods
Duluth East-Marshall

Mendez vs. Westminster
Roosevelt High School-Minneapolis